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AXEL VIGGO BLOM
DR. PHIL.

» VIGNETO RONCACCIO*

LOCARNO-MONTI

Juli 1950.

Herrn Professor Norbert wiener,
Vassachusetts Institute of Technology,
VASSACHUSSUTS.- USA.

Sehr reehrter Herr Professor,

Kürzlich hatte ich in Basel eine Unterredunyg mit Herrn Prof,

DSKAR MORGZNSTERN tber die strategische Spieltheoric, die ich

in meinem Suche "Raum, Zeit und Elektron" erwähnt”

Br meinte, Sie würden sich vielleicht für mein Buch interes-

sieren. Ich erlaube mir daher, Ihnen mit gleicher Post ein

ixemplar zu senden.

~Elichen Grüssen bin ich

Lhr

^

4



Buhe University
DURHAM

NORTH CAROLINA

DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Technology

July 1, 1960

Dear Professor Wiener:

Several months ago I was asked to write an article on the

Guggenheim Foundation for the South Atlantic Quarterly, I have
just returned from a visit to the New York offices. Discussions
with Mr, Moe, Mr. Mathias and others were extremely interesting
but did not, of course, deal with perticular Fellows or the details
of their Fellowships,

Would you be willing to help me by writing to me? I should
appreciate any statement you could send me, dealing with any aspects
of your Fellowship, the work you were able to advance as a Fellow, the
significance of the Fellowship to you, your view of the Foundation
and its work, or the like, indicating whether you authorize use of it
for publication, whether it could be quoted directly or only used in
a general way in the article to add detail to the discussion of the
history and activities, the principles and policies of the Foundation,

I recognize that even this suggestion may seem to be an infringement
of your private and personal relations with the Foundation and that you
may prefer not to respond at all, I will of course follow your wishes
completely in making use of anything You may care to send me and will

thoroughly understand if you prefer to send nothing at all, Never theless,
the Guggenheim Foundation is doing such an excellent job of seeking out
and aiding the exceptional individual to do what that individual wants

most to do, that it seems to me not only entirely appropriate but salutary,
perhaps even necessary in these days of the group project and the
institutionalized program, that there should be a wider appreciation
of the Guggenheim Foundation's significant and special contributions to
the arts and sciences,

Sincerely yours,
&gt;

7 Nt
©

cdVU—"
Bernard Peach

Let



SYRACUSE UNIVERSIT SYRACUSE 10, NEW YORK

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

Professor llorbert Yiener
Denartment of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of
Cembridre, Massachusetts

July

T ec]Ie!mology

1, 1860

Dear Professor Viener:

ly career has been far from thal of the typical College
Professor; but it hae brought me in touch with a great deal of
nonacacenic sociology. Some of this involves serious problems
which are subsurface, bul which exert an influence on our culture.

Imclosed are materials about certein controversial and
explosive subjects, It is my hope that you, or some of your
associates, Will browse through these and find something of
value.

To what extent, if ony, harmful effects have accrued from
misguided IMational=Security nrocedures is difficult to say.

Tindest records,

Sincerely yours,

villiaem À. Pierce
2lecocicste Professor

,

 / 5
PeSe 1% discovery of electronic mental telenatly hos prompted me to
begin the first rcuch draft of a short story, which I hope to submit
to the  VONIN.. It will be a fanciful, science-Tictional thing
about a young leeder—brilliant in rucic, science, and politice—tho
is drugred by a lckey Finn at a cockteil party, then has his fillings
renleced by similar ones containing two-way radio ecuinment: Like
Jecnne d'Arc, he hors voices, Iistor/ records thot he goes insane,
droge eround for a few monthe, then dies, But a sort of Jirry=-Deon
legend nersicts thot he partially recovers, Deconin” à musicien, or à
scientist, or &amp; molitician.

I haven't decided vhether the culmnrits should De foreisn agen Us,
overzeclous officials, or fascist-minded "humeon engineers" among the
scientists vo recognize en omortunity to build a nersonel errire.
In any event. tlic culnrite core. of roiurvse, ecneniezs of the ation
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SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY Syracuse 10, New York

DEFARTMENT OF MATIEMATICS

€ June 11, 1260

The Honorable Harry S.
edeperdence, Missouri

Peer Mr. President:

NEWSWEEK ( Jume 135, 1960 ) states that you have called Franklin
Pierce à "do-notkinz President." Being a fifth cousin of President Pierce,
[ have lcoked inte Lis career; end some ?  observation r-- 2-7 1°-* vou,

Franklin Pierce vas lwieed a weak President, but there vere aspects
of kis character seldon noted by the historiazs. Pierce tend-* * “a - ALL-
OR-ECTEING PERSOHALITY. Tro years of medlocre academie wo a - were

followed by two years of such scholastic brilllarce t--" Te eppdur “
in his closs end wes elected to Fri Beta Kappa. At the ~~ © 70, © "74 Dees
adrzitted to the bar-— also elected state repres” &gt;» £ 7%| au
Hampshire House, and U. S. Congressman. At 35, * — TC

Periods of magnetic, convivial charn and oratorical brilliance al-
ternated vith periods of depression aud diffidence. Ee rarely spcke in Cougress;
but, 25 Attorney-Geseral of New Hempshire, proved to be one of the met eloquent,
persuasive sdvocates ever to face a jury. The “obvious” answer is thet he
"couldn't stand the big-time." Yet that may not be the basic truth. Eis essoci-
aticns in Neu England vere "big-time" too. Be mubered smong his friends ( and
admirers! ) distinguished imtellectusl and political lesders of the day. His
Bowdoin classmates, Hawthorne end Longfellov, vere two of his closest friends.

Pierce's eaxly years in Weshinghton were marred by Mrs. Plerce's
ilstest” for that city. Eis years in the White House were saidernd by a tragic
loss. 2% te~ {1 Belecting a cabinet and vritisg en iveugursl -ddress,
Presil_wt--)—t a” Mes. Plerce vere involved in à trrtn “wreck, ~° ’:
only €« bow 07 elevezx-—vas killed before their vere 

Pierce vas an unstable, but gifted, individual. His perscoelity is
susceptible of varfous interyretetions. There seen to Lave been unusval
circumstences which I have not mentioned here, but which affected his whole
career. IS REASON TO BELIFEVE THAT FRHOPER PSYCHOLCGICAL RESEARCH AND
PROPER SCCIAL REFORM IN THE UNITED STATES WOULD FIABLE GIFTED PEOPLE LIKE
FRANKLIN PIERCE TO ACHIEVE THE CCUSISWENT BRILLIANCE WHICH IS THEIR TRUE
POTENTIAL:

Th Fourteent: P——*frr-" .ras -  "7 very unusual talent.

a
a

P:S: Franklin Pierce, like sucther
to "rough ‘en up" an occasion. His
nhrese "mean as old Frank Pierce’

Mathematics)
‘very recc ‘ocre : 2rident,  boy
eneules around Concert, N. H., circulated the

  a =
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SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY

JEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

June 23, 1960

Syracuse 10, New York
 pre

The Honorable Harry S.
Indetendence. Missouri

Me, mo"

Thenits for your reply to my letter about Franklin Pierce. There is
much to be learned from the story of a talented intellectual who wes little

then a ghost by the time he became President. The failure of most
formally-"educated" Arexicens to achieve political stature 13 a weakness in
the culture.

What I wrote I roucwbered chiefly boyhood reading
rummaging in the attie. ( Unfortunetely, relevent materials fron the attic

since been destroyed.) The papers of Hmrthorne end Longfellow contain
mach of interest, there is a Pierce Gencalogy--cempiled by a Mr. Fred-
exick Pierce. | Principal R. F. Pierce, Jr., Northfield High School, Hexrth-
Field, Vt., has discussed President Pierce with Williem D. Hassett; the
latter related several anecdotes, including a miënight svin which Pierce end
Congreseman Waterson tock in the Georgetem Canal.

It i8 regrettable that even nov society mokes it umecessarily
for to combine intellectual life with  public career. fact, scholars,
sspecially scientists, encounter social obstacles vhich actually hinder their
professional work, vhich ought to be eliminated. For several years, I
cultivated the habit of studying late, then relaxing in unusual surroundings

&amp; "nigateap.” This of existence brought me in contact with
sccial probleme which fascinated me so much that I wearly stopped doing
mathematical research. Enclosed are semples of  comtroversial thoughts
these problems. I hope that you, or of your assistents, broves

this reteriel end find sanething of interest.

My own school career featured a nev acedemic record in high school;
mad I broke John Dewey's scalamic record at the University of Vermont. Sub-
sequently, I have mointeined a successful career as a Professor M hemati-
clan. AT THE SAME TIME, serious social complications my career 1”ss sat-
isfying,end less productive, then it might been. [ There seems to be
little comnection between these complications the matters discussed by
Social Scientists. ] In the course of my venderings, I etuibled onto {nfor-
mation about how policemen deal with certain illicit sctivities -- "protect-
ing” some individuels, exploiting others! Last month, I was “roughed up” in
the Syracuse Jail, told," leave business of the Police to then,
they'll leave your job to you."

Sub-surface problems which tend to veaken the Nation ere imag-
ined by the majority of respectable people. Perheps distinguished leaders like
yourself will understand tie situations enoush to with such problems

intelligent application of influence! [ High-flovn projects rum by
Professors don't necessarily help. ]
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SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY

DEPARTMENTOFMATREMATICS

Syracuse 10, New York
EAE

June 14, 1960

The Honorable J. Edgar Hoover
Director, the FBI
Department of Justice Building
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Hoover:

Recently I have given much thought to problems which affect our nation's
Security, but which are seldom discussed frankly snd openly. These problems in-
volve: (I) personal end social wzll-being of scholars, especially scientists;
(II) the plight of talented people victimized by hypocritical lews, end the way
those laws are enforced ( or unenforced! ); (III) the existence of paychological
and social harassment, directed against "left-wingers"” or other controversial
figures — the latter often being constructive Americans, necessary to the
country's intellectual life.

The situations I bave fn mind are divisive and destructive of the
national interest. I address this letter to you, since you are probably the
knowledgeable authority on Security problems.

most

(I) In the scientific community, there is fear of nonconformity in
matters of privete life = also a noticeable reluctance to be oneself. TO WEAT
EXTENT INSECURITIES RESULT FROM INVESTIGATIONS AND DESIRE OF SCHOLARS
FOR LUCRATIVE GOVERNMENT PROJECTS IS DIFFICULT TO SAY. Perhaps fault lies
with bureaucratic University Administrators, or even with " Social Engineers,"
who think they know people ought to behave ( end how to then behave
that wey! ) Although discipline is vitel, the daily eight-hour regimen of
acedemiciens fs nothing compared to the intense concentration of which brillisnt
scholers ere capable. Brillieat scholers may, bowever, be rendered incapable of
ANY concentration whatsoever in a painful social predicement. It is a misteke to
increase the number of form:lg-reforsmulators et the expense of originelity in
scholarship. Attempts to classify, and chennel, original " sll-or-nothirs " per-
sonalities tend to produce bowxliess confusion.

the scientific professions, an especially difficult time has
been experienced in recent years by "" = 1.2., homosexusl ~ scientists.
People in traditionally " bohemien " fields tell "gay" science profesec-s: ” For
the first time in history, our department hes no queers st ail. "Gay sclentiste
bunting in the "gay bare," have been subject to ridicule and humilistion. ( He
can‘®do anything sbout it. Eis boss doesn't know sbout "gey life,” so it's saf-
er this way. He might get investigated! )

A case is often made for regarding homosexusls as subject to black-
mail; but there 18 much to be ssid sgainst anti-howosexusl discrimination. Re-
sistance to bleckmall is &amp; fuaction of indivicusl character, and it dren take
courage these days to be "gay." ( I have heard it said that "Mr KX cap “+
pressured: he hes a family to support; but Mr. Y is a bachelor!" ) A distin-
guished General, arguing sgeinst the dismissal of officers for reasons of
sexuality, testified that ‘sensitive tacticians bring unusual creative skill to
their work!

There is something missing in American mathematics ard science of the
I'ventieth-Century. This deficiency may be related to the restrictions we place
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(II) Few reslize the true extent of the difference between pretense
end practice in matters of sex. The public is generelly ignorent, and attempts
of responsible people to observe "the ways of the world" often drive these "ways"
deep 1217 tbe !. ( This illustrates en Uncertainty Principle for Social
Soientists: Inventirotirs end observation frequently modify the things-observed
zimnst beyond reeneifion, and sometimes destroy themcompletely. ) Many of our
Sex jawe sre vnrpellstic, hence unenforceabie; but these laws vicious sys-
tems of police pay-offs that "protect" some while exploiting others.

Qs Ameciéen campusen, the edministrators ere generally ignorant of
sctuel sex behavior — and this results in e serious lack of respectable gath-
ering-plsaces of various types. The "gay students usually forced to desig-
nate specific rest as meeting-places! At Syracuse University, a "grape-
vine developed, whereby Janitors policeman kept tabs on private lives —
protecting some, trying to exploit others! ( Mike, the janitor in Smith Hell,
sald: " Yes, we have m 'grape-vine' all over the campus. Wa ind out who the
fairies the students end on the feeulty.” Mr. Stanley Shane, cus-
toûial supervisor, esid: " Only the most degenerate individuals are homosexual,
end we do &amp;ll in our power to stamp out such practices! ") "Cay life"
was, indeed, driven underground at Syracuse; and several groups of "gay" people
on campus complicated arrangemente to protect themselves  organiging,
boycottina,ete.

Sexusl non-conforaists regarded as proselytizers, vho force
young people to comit "irmorel" cots. Yet, confidentiel discussions have shown
 that the following is &amp; very common experience. A person who feels
that he peeds some unusual form of love seek help from ==   sdvances
to! — snother individuel, often en older person, only to get them both ine
volved in serious trouble. If one 1s dubious about his true nature, con-
formity is probebly the wisest course; still, there ave cases where nonconform-
ist behavior helps to eliminatas "wild" tendencies By "getting thew out of one's
system; anc other cases where noneondformity Is the only sablsfactony arranes-
nent.

Te eut down the Lone of humsn rescurces, reoforme are urgently needed
in our sexual mores. Society should provide rsspecteble, non-alcoholic meeting-
places for "off-beat" types — "gey” and otherwise. system being what 1t £a,
the “gay bars” will continue to operate. BUT HIGH OFFICIALS WHO KNOW THE SCORE
MUST MOVE TO CONTROL THE VICIOUS PAY-OFF RACKETS WHICH VICTIMIZE RESPECTABLE
CITIZENS. Publie informetien, undevwr+--4ing, and tolerance needed. The sex
laws should be modified to Fit ” ‘ of buman behsvior. ( Are not somes of
these laws unconstitutional, amy” } The existence of unenforceable laws cn
the books contributes to the glemr . lessening of respect for the le.

(III) After the demise of Senator Joe McCarthy, certain vigilantes
decided to take matters into their own hands: " If the euthorities can't 'get’
the à Reds, we'll do it oursslves.”" These groups were rabid anti-Marxists -
with little understanding of, and no faith in, democratic principles. There were
also abuses of basic liberties by overzealous officials.(In certésn. instences,it
vas difficult to determine vho was behind which activities.) Systematic creation
or destruction of reputations, the ruinetion of friendships by telling big lies
to all parties concerned; the artificial orçénizationofsocialsituations —
these axe some of the techniques used egeinst so-called "left-wingers who are
actually constructive, worthwhile citizens. Some of these activities mey well be
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traceable to enemies of our free society who do not wish to see free institu-
tions remain healthy and strong! Bralnwashing techniques smack of 1984, and
belong to the science of Psychological Warfare ( or Engineering i. The
FBI can perhaps ascertain just far such activities developed. ( It is
difficult to believe the rumors that drugs, hypnotism, end even electronic devices
bave been used egainst some individuals to hamper clarity of thought er to in-
duce irrational behavior.)

Radicals, like scientists, are subject to sexusl exploitation. For
example, a reasonably prominent "gay" left-vinger tried to relax in a respectable
"gay" bar of a large city, only to have a patrol car park outside the decor, flash-
Ing its revolving red light!

+ + # % »

Finally, I should like to chenge the subject and talk about myself. Oa
graduation from the University of Vermont, the Dean informed me that my scholastic
average of 97% vas en all-time record for that school. ( According to a syndicated
news feature, the previous record — vhich stood for fifty years — vas set by
John Dewey.) My grades et Harvard Graduate School consisted of fifteen A's ( &amp; fev
of which were A-'s), one B+, and "satisfactory" in ell the non-graded courses.
Since then, I have maintained a successful career as methemsticlian and professor;
have also been socielly popular. Yet, complicated situations in environment
aave rendered my work less satisfying, end my career less productive, than it
should have been. These complications have little to do with the topics usually
treated in the Social-Science textbooks. Articulate expression of radical opinions
at Harvard ( around 1950 ) led me into trouble with people who mistook me for a
Communist. (“Listen, you à - Red, if you don't like your Uncle Semmy, get

back to Russia! " ) In early 1950, after being attacked and robbed in -
ton, I vas pressured by the Police to "confess" this or that; then left by them
for several hours, in serious need of medical attention — until I recovered
enough to telephone Hervard Infirmarvy.

+

In more recent years, I have been the victim of cleverly concealed, but
extegeive, and sustained, insults snd general harassment -—~ discourtesy a
fet Janitors and even from professional collesgues, snd &amp; series of troublesome
incidents with the Police! A favorite device is to stage pre-arranged insults;
then record the Justifisble, gentlemanly wrath of the victim. (“He's impossible
to get along with, you know." )

Last November, 1 vorked at mathematics for several hours in the Library
of a major University; then entered a reasonably elegant " Club " to relax. A
vas planted to insult me after a couple of cocktalls, and a policeman wes called
to usher me out.

This May, I was roughed up by the Syracuse Police, end thrown down-
steirs at the Police Station. Later they lectured me: " Leave our job to us,
ve'll leave yours to you!" I ea hardly a political "left-vinger" any longer;
but knowledge I possess about the Police appears to be &amp; source of embarrassment
to them.

Events of the past decade have shown the increasing importance of
scholarly accomplishment as a component of Security; but the situations I have
described here, and others at which I have hinted, do seriously impair the
creative achievement of scme people in the academic community.

Goelwilliam Pierce—
Associate Professor
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‘8 a letter to Fr. J. Kügar
"re fectoers thot affect

Foovyez in wiaich I discuss
the Kat’oen's security.

The efffrtracy erd originallty of echolers could be increased; end
the first tro pretie ©? the letter deal vith illustrative problems that
lavolve the er J -#beirs of game ecieutists,. THERE IS UNGENT 
FOR MORE FaPPTA0TT  CTSLICAL QUALITIES OF CULENAUTCE AND HONÆOTI - IN
sear, ve A

Flesse pate my reference in Section (III) to the use AP poyckolegicel
spd sociclond 1 techniques ov political purmeses. Bier 17 nmiques have
unguestionsbly been uflirzd == cccasicually in e cepipi~~1 ger. Officials
must be on guesrd to detect these methods, since ATITITS F°Y% BEEN MARE TO
CCUVIRCE SOT ANERICARS TAT FEUUDAL AGENCIES TESMTIVPS RIVE IRDULEED IN
SCIENTIFIC HARASSMEHT: Covernment Projects hearing titles like ” The Art
of Persuasion " should Le subjected to close perscual serutiny by the
President himself.

7 have further inforration vhich I

resge”-:  officiels. Formal testifying,
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CEPANTIMENT OF MATURATION

Syracuse LO, New York
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Enclosed are materials

do not all resch the peychology
I hope that you or some of your
find something of value.

intended to sugrest that society's problems
textbooks or the usual treatise cn sociology.
eosistents will browse through these pages and

humm r
cart oo

I oreems to Be that the dichotomy between pretense
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I should like to tell you about &amp; fov incidents whlch have occurred ia,
or near, Ser York City-—cll dutine vour Administration. [ Neturslly, “gay life"
has flourished ines 1054 Just es it did before; but there has teen a repressed
aspect about 1% vhich has sermitted enbarreszing-—cven vicious-- extracurriculer
exnicitation to increase!

+ 0 ©: four yore Cooma phen tue

plight «™ "r~  Am
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vroyrietor mede haïlfhsertr” efforts to quis Mer. : I suppose
it's conceivable that the 1£berul Democrat me "pa 14 ve prourioter
was  "Bob," the some mos who ran The Coiden Fheaeont - rt Co the Press
Club, 45th St., tetvsen Lauten end Mrd Ave}. That was che of the "hangouts"
mentioned by Mortimer end Lait im the "Conlilentlel series; after being thus
cited, it become Eob‘s "  fhe  VT The 1 A iresp-and-Lait cita-
tion forced the reme-cha" 7, neue 1, attracted threves of hunoxy-lociine
tourists-—furtively socking the a’dress! The incldont of the Liberal Democrat
occurred in r Bey plese, furttor Soto
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In eacemb tenue of "Confidontiol Marazine." &amp; certain
com” - m ~ 1 Lins boen almost exclusivols "gay." Yet, a socially
pradr- ji" vidua ( vho   been nistekonly accused of being a "Red,",
was rudelv trerted by a beriender soon after his srydvel. He did succoed in
meeting sare interesting poonle; but there woe o pemeral coolness. Finally, ac
became druck aod anor ond there wes same trouble



Finally, I saculd like to change the subject snd include a reference
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SYRACUSE UNIVILROSITY Syracuse 10, Hew York

DEPART Lavà OF PF LIATITIATICS
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 a 1960

. Da H. Lewis
President, Johnson &amp; Lewis, Inc.
433 California Streot
Son Francisco €, California

Dear 1», Levi

Your full-page advertisement in the New York (July 1, 1960,
. -1.) has attracted my attention,  Iehould like to comment on
your open letter to Vice-President Nlxon. I your concern about
the spread of authoriturian and "Fascist! methods in the world, but I
cannot agree that the Cormamists are exclusively at fault, In foety Ideplores idious pressures toward conformity and thought~control
which exist    2 yorid-—even in this country! TID TRUD POTHITIALOF THE UNITED STATLS VILL LU ACIIOVOD BY KULPIIG  VITE GREAT
ALLRTCAIT TRADITIONS OF LIBERTY. If we too "ro euthoritarian”, we won't
be good at it anywoy-—and probably von’t survive &amp;s a Nation!

In the same vein, permit me to express concern over some of your

proposels. If the "advanced paychological techniques” you advocatecongist merely of advertielng, lecturing, and propagenda in general,
that is one thing, If, on the other hand, you mean technically advanced
weapons of scientific brainveshing end human engineering, that is quite
enother matter, The latter methods pose threats to democratic traditions—
end they arse nelther recognized nor understood by most Americans.

Your idea for a "now Federal Arency....to deter and defeat the
Soviet propoganda apparatus! should be reformilated into an Agency
TO DIRICT AND COTTROL TI: TLCHTIQUES OP POYCIHOLOGIC/L AID SOCIOLOGIC/L
WARFANB. Such techniques probably comprise the most potent scientific
Innovation since Professor Linstein enunciated Special Reletivity at
the turn of the Century. (Few citizens-—even public officials and
scholare-—anpreciate the extent to vhich these techniques have already
been utilized!) If they are not adequately controlled, the ond result
would be "1984 in the United States.” The need for controls and the
threats of abuse are exeruclating, and the Federal Agency should inelude
merbers from all three branchesof the United States Covernrent.

llready authoritarians have employed drugs, hypnosis, and artificial
social engineering to further thelr ambitions. Ve usually think of a
peychiatrist as someone to visit if you're maladjusted—ice.y if you
can't get togetherness with the social status quo; but a capablepsychiatrist can produce mental chaos 1f he vishes to!

One contribution to the science of human engineering 15 a discovery
which I nyself have made—and hope to patent. It is electronic mental
telepathy. Tiny two-way radio sets, hardly larrer than mateh-heads,



are clipped onto one's tecth-or even installed in fillings end
artificial dentures. Yhieperec comumication over long distances 18
sasily achieved! If secret coding is deeired, one nay odapt the IugheaVocoder or the malopous device developed &amp;tb Dell Labs, Anplicotions
include Police andTate1ligence activities, Personal Diplomocy (the
mon 1s not alone), and college checting (I shallproctor ny Calculusclasses more severely), Cormlote incormetente~—if thoy appear
heat end pipe-groking enough, -—-—=trill bo able to present lectures.though this application is neither "original" nox "nov,"

Advenced scimtific mothods où mathematics, electronics, psychology,
end soclology may tidnan the human Spirite-as gums end boribs conthe humm Dour. CONGEZSS SHOULD PASS LOGISLATICN LAKING IT A FIDIRAL
OFFIISE (PUIISTARLE DY LIFG-TIWPRISANLIT) TO ILPOSL SCIINTIFIC TRLATLIIIT
Of WILLING SUBJICIS. (Anexemple of such imposition would be foreiblemedicel treatment of adult Christien Scientists.) QILY THROUGH
RESPOITSTULE LEGISLATION AID OFFICIAL RUCULATICN CA TIC ALTDIC/N
TRADITION BI SAVID FRI "1084,"

In the event of zu all-out war among ble Nations, Poychologlcal
Varfore of a highly technical, advanced vardaty ngy prove os decisive
os the I=-DBorb! In the menting, CROAT EFFORTS SHOULD DE LALRTLD TO
era FRUD JUSTITUTIONS WIHT    TO PRVIIIT AN ALL-OUT

gime-— 77 yours ,Ç
 Hoke

William A, Pierce
Associate Professor of Mathemntios
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July 3, 1960

Dear Mrs, and Mr, Wiener,

I'm very grateful for your kind answer. I'll leave

Moscow for Leningrad sma so that I may prepare

everything for the meeting of delegates and guests.

Please, write to me to Leningrad when the date of your

arrival there will be definitely fixed.

We'll be glad to attend any of your lectures. I think

the problem of the possibility of building computers for

thinking and simulating various functions of the human brain

would be of great interest to us.

We have preliminary scheduled your lecture for the end

of July, but we should be able to fix it when you arrive

in Leningrad.

Sincerely your,

Ae Ae VOTronov

Professor, chairman of Leningrad
Branch of USSR National Committee
on Automatic Control

Please, write:
Leningrad, Dvortsovaya naberezhnaya 18
Prof. A.A.Voronov.
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05. July 1960.

"Science and Life"
Publishers,

Moscow, USSR.

Professor Norbert Wiener,
HOTEL "UKRAINE",
Moscow.

Dear Sir.

Our popular science magazine is a publication of the

Society for the Dissemination of Political and Scientific

Information, in whose hall you delivered your first public

lecture in Moscow.

We have several hundreds of thousands of readers, who

would be most grateful if you would reply to the following

questions:

1) What is your opinion of the claim that automation

is only possible for processes that can be realized on the

Thuring machine, that is that only man is capable of handling

algorithmically unsolvable problems?

2) Albert Einstein said that however well a machine

might work, it would never be able to state a problem though

it might be able to solve any problem. Can this be considered

true today?

3) If all the entities known to us are only capable

of losing information, since the quantity at the output

of any information machine is always less than the quantity

at the input, and man is nothing other than a specific

version of such a machine, where does the information come from?

4) There is the hint in your book and statements that mar

might lose control over cybernetic machines. Could you exnlain

this point in greater detail?

Thanking you in advance, I remain

Respectfully,

 yr As Fedorov

 *ditor
/





1960

Dr, Samuel ”’, Bossman
Dent. of Pediatrics
School of Medicine
'niversiiv “7 Maryland
Redunod end Gre~n Streets
Baltime- ;

Nagy Tv  “ pps

Lech |
Thank you for your invitation to Professor Wiener to
“fara our students and faculty on November 5. 1960.

and lacturins
 ping Oy ee

»

, Frofessor Wiener 1s abroad, travelling
and will not ha hack at tbe Institute until

me my vouré,

Zva-daria Ritter (Mrs, )
Enprr v Prof, Wiener
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dr. denn
vi-ector
Computation Center
cae Universit of North Carolina
 1340   &lt; 
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Dear Dee .

stilt have not had a chance LO anNdWE

Professor viener who ls now in Zurope regen.
sf à copy ol wis avticie puclisiod recent. v

ere +0 DD  reprints aveillso,
you our  ov thab you will Le able   A

DT cr tro, and I Should cooreciate ut
would return .. ta me as socn as possible.

wr Lo

“11lity

end
sither
vou

This nener has received a lot of attention, both here
and abroad, and I hope that you and your group find it stimulating
and interastine

- .

sSincerelr sourr

Eva-Maria Ritter (Mrs.)
Gaerveteme Ya Prof, Wiener

"or » Cover
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hank vou for sending to Professor Wiener vour annivere
sary issv~ of AUFFAU, #17 am German. T er T eniov
"aadine =. tan,

As to the Scriet Exhibition on Automation in Moscow, Î
or siate your kindness in drawing Professor Wienerts attention

subiect, However, he is at the very ennference right now,
"04% ernact any communication from him until the end of

FH, nn 1 reat far ver inter °

2inecerel: Tours.

Eva-Maria Ritter (Mrs.)
Jeeretary to Prof. Wiener
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Dear S-

In Professor l’iener!'s name I should like to thank you
for your invitation to speak before the Clark University commu
nivy Sometime during the acadenic vear 1550-51.

Unfortunately, Frofessor Wiener 1s abroad, travelling and
lecturing in Evrone, and is not expected to return to the Institute
ne are Jghraary 1901, You might wish to postpone this invitation,
In which case I should suprost that you red in touch with him
Fortis the latter vart of Farruery

VOUS,

gy

-

de J  Ritter (irs,)
Prof. Wiener



July 5, 1960

Miss Margaret McCluskey
Editor
The Censer
College of Saint Teresa
Yinona, Minnesota

Dear Miss McCluskey:

Thank you for forwarding to a copy of your literary
magazine, The Censer, in which you published an article by
visa Roth about Professor Wiener and his work.

a, +;

‘rfesseor ¥iener was pleased to receive it and enjoyed
« ls now in Zurope on an extended lecturing tour,

i#huty packed schedule did not permit enswering yeu
7et an earlier date.

“ur”
i Ar yours,

+, q
e unter (Mra)

Den", Wiener
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Dea:

Please forgive the very much delayed answer to your
l2tter of May 9 in which you asked Professor Wiener for his
opinion on three major questions you asked, concerning the
article you are writing on &amp; possible communication between
pur planet and another and the questions that this might entail,
{ven the circumstances vou describe,

He is in Europe now and won't be back until February 1941:
[ know he is guile busy and only forward the most urgent mail,
Under those circumstances, I &amp;n sorrt that I have to rive you a
ner a

1
+  =p

veais 7mad |

‘ yours,

Ritter (Mrs,)
sProf, Wiener
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Mr, Wayne !
Editor

The Journas of Communication
niversity et 11ino18s
Navy Pier
Chicago 11. Ill.

Thompson

Nes' rv, Trormson:

In your letter of May 5 to Professor Wiener you ine
Juired whether Professor Wiener might be interested in writing
 61 1 for your Journal, Unfortunately, Prof. Viener is
“read end will not be back until the spring semester 1961,

vou then still find that you like Professor Wiener te contri-
r paper, I suggest that you contact him again, because at

‘wa it is quite impossible for him to find time enough to

ra

Vas
fy

e-

“OUTS 5

tirter (Mrs,)
Pr ff. Wiener
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ir. Wesler  = 3 &lt;

fom 151 an; - + LOL ©  :Tnive 3 x
Tbr Reaper rsity

Near Mr. Vilas

As the last few weeks before Professor Wiener's departure
for Eurons vero quite hectic, he did not have a chance to answer
your invitation to participate actively in the proposéd First Inter
national Trierdiscinlinary Confererce ou Communications He will
se abroad until February 1961, and Le indicated that then, after
his retum, ho micht have &amp; better idea of whether be will have a
paper tocontribute or varticipate in ary cther , I don't expect
ror  hald vor maoLins în aheyances, tut weuld it Le possible to
rive vs time vnlil the Spring? I lbink that Professor ener wenld
invariants having rove tire te tht=1- 14 aus

Taf «rm mow of his vo Ny ava them.

enas VHS

fva-Maria Ritter (Mrse)
? Wiener



CASE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
UNIVERSITY CIRCLE

CLEVELAND 8, OHIO

SYSTEMS RESEARCH CENTER T- ly “© 1560

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Masse

Dear Dr, Wiener:

Enclosed are the proceedings cof our First Systems
Symposium held at Case last April. I hope that you find them
interesting and useful.

Sincerely yours,
“4

eeaden FA
Lester Goodman
Assistant to she Director
Systems Kessarch Center

Tons
a

LG/kmm

snclosure



AFRANKFURTHER

AMSTERDAM 7th Tnlv 1960,
Er ZU ER SCHE RX TC WTRARV }

Privatepee Repthnavanoetran+ 102 T

Nopar Profecanor Wiener

Peine highly interested — 'thoueh with a

layman'e nossibilities only - in the rrohrble economie nA anni]
~omcennerces of the new indnetrial revolntion, T nefmrallv Rave
clean read vont Fammme hnok on ecvhbemetices and «ocietv,

  a retired bankmonocer, agad sixty-eix.,
I have tried to benefit from my exnerienne nf many wears ctandine
in international barking and many trinos connected therewith in
the widest cence to follow as closelv sw nossible the stréitnral

change of our society durine my lifetime. T helomo to those wha
helieve that in ecsonne this change has been determined bv the
annlication af the satendine technical inventions of onr tims.

T vortmre to armrosch von with the rrasent

becpnse manv. also historical feete.ancescible tn me are lending
 +n tha annelneinn *1-+ T acpnat ghana evan the ]3+t15 Arq md gen

pvnperaced hv wan (rages 161 end 162 in vyorr above monti met hnok),
he Far ac T cen see, "Te Rrocie Af enr daye eonctitrtes -n pndaco
to crente © world-wide techndäcr” tic et-te in which ronsnnal liberty
wold = notrralls 7? = ha peinced to © minimm, The vignreur indnetn-

121 antometisstimn in the vost territories of te anhore of Fnfimenc
«111 renfar pacaîble Tofrrs lore the gntont of or     

gen Amadpatiom ot Ter  , Tho -O-cs"Te” "en-ayictenne" 511 -

i+ epema to me - irevmrrta an ovtremaly denvfferons, if not de~dly.

nomnetition with the Weet, Will we Ta able fo survive if vith the
retention of our rishtlv echeriched civil liberties ? Are me Trmbarn!
N,elots" ? And if wo should turn "herodisre', nerhens by «Meer
nonessitv, will thie not imolv ectrang. Ane ourselves fram our onlt-
rel heritage ?

T am of conrse aware of the arvomnment, that

the antomatiration if nronerlv onnlield will render nossihle hioRTy
inarenced Teienre and that thie dn ite turn mov    +  ]  he ver-

benefieisl ta humanitv., Horewer T cannot he hut raseimiatin far the

Farocosshle   

men+ and

My. Norhert Wiener,
Draferanr of Methematice,
/ Donbledav &amp; Comnanv,inc.

Camden Ci+tv,  VORK

i wold be verv gratofnl"

-nnpepralv aralauigye Far troshline von

7 &gt;17” -

Tan FAT enlioht-—



BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY

WALTHAM 54, MASSACHUSETTS

July 7, 1960

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massadhusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

Several members of our departments have expressed
a desire to hear a presentation of your studies. We should,
therefore, like to invite you to present a seminar at Brandeis.

Our seminars are usually held on Wednesday after-
noons during the fall and spring semesters. If you would
be willing to join us for an afternoon and present a seminar
(on a topic of your choice) please inform us of several
alternative dates that would be convenient for vou.

Unfortunately we do not have the funds for an honorarium,
but we are able to take care of expenses involved in travel
and maintenance while vou are here.

We hope you will find it. convenient to come to
Brandeis, and look forward with interest to your visit.

Sincerely yours,

Gordon Sato, Assistant Professor
Department of Biochemistry

I]

Ty RS Cp AAAASN

mr Schurin, Assistant Professor
Department of Biology

mla

a -



AUF BAU
DECONSTRUCTION

An American Weekly

Published in New York City by the New World Club, Inc.

MANFRED GEORGE. EDITOR

July 8, 1960

rs, Eva-Maria Ritter
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Mass

Dear Mrs. Ritter:

Thank you very much for your letter of July 5. It would
be very interesting for us to get Professor Vierer's
impressions of lioscow after his return to this country.

Sincerely yours,
I

Manfred George
Editor

1:G:ls

Office: 2121 Broadway, New York 23, . . @ Telephone TRafalgar 3-7400 @® Cable Address: “Aufbau” New York



I'HE UNITED STEEL COMPANIES LIMITED
DPERATIONAL RESEARCH AND CYBERNETICS DEPARTMENT.

TELEPHONE. SHEFFIELD 6008].
“a

’ELEGRAMS: UNISTEELS” SHEFFIELD 10

CYBOR HOUSE,
1, TAPTON HOUSE ROAD,

SHEFFIELD, 10.
À
|

The Secretary to
Professce °° “ert Wiener
Departmen: © Mathematiu.
lassachv~-" Institute 

cambridge =
lassachusett”
7.5.4

3 cery

3! 1060

Dear Madam

Mr. Stafford Bee
to the United States, and .
nleased he wae +n meet, Pw"

r- turne * from his visit

 + nim how very

Niener ma
and ! E
I am

plar =.
SQOME ’

I belir~v ther might be some chance that Professor
ree to vVisiuv t:is department when he is in Europe,

Sr  to get in touch with you about this.
vet Know when this proposed trip is to take
 most grateful if you could let me have
“arog Profesor Wiener's proposed itinerary.

from vou.

- a.re aio tee

THE UNITED

TOMPANIFS 170

 ll. Forster

 "- Secretar.
dr, Stafford Beer
Head of Department

y
MI



SPACE TECHNOLOGY LABORATORIES, INC.

7320.3-518
July 8, 1960

Secretary to Professor Norbert Wiener
Mathematics Department
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Mrs. Ritter:

I am writing to request a copy of the paper
"Prediction Theory of Multivariate Stochastic
Processes" Parts I and II by Wiener and Masani
Professor Masani indicated that I could obtain
the paper by writing to you.

Sincerely yours,

Hd
N. R. Goodman

Is

NRG:ed
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Durch Luftpost

Herrn Professor
N, Wiener
Dept. of Mathematics
Massachusetts Inst. of Technology

PF PAE Be 40 2

  ,

EE REEL TA
Bes RS N ES IT '

PEAK. lets  a.

+

2

Cambridge 39, Mass, 'USa

ciel ar owed calNACHRICHTVO

29, 6. 1960

Uns Thi

810/HS.Da, "D,

1 us
‘ PA

7, 1960

Sehr geehrter Herr Professor!

Durch Ihre Sekretärin, Frau Eva-Maria Ritter, wurde uns Ihr

freundliches Schreiben zugestellt, dem wir gern entnahmen, daß

Sie für Herrn Professor O. Schmitt 1 Exemplar Gurwitsch, "Die

mitogenetische Strahlung" zu erhalten wünschen. Es ist uns be-

greiflich, daß das eine, im Institut vorhandene Exemplar, den

Anforderungen nicht genügt. Wir werden nun in den nächsten Tagen

wunschgemäß ein Exemplar des Buches an llerrn Professor Schmitt

zur Absendung bringen und Ihnen die Rechnung darüber übermitteln.

Bitte, haben Sie die Freundlichkeit, uns den in der Faktur ge-

nannten Betrag am besten in Form eines Dollar-Schecks zukommen

zu lassen.

+

wh licher lgchachtung
DO FISCHER VERLAG

 = 0. 4 lei

U 4
(Schmidt)
Disvonent



GUSTAV FISCHER VERLAG JENA

derrn
Professor H. Wiener
Dept. ofMathematics, 21-276
lassachusetts Inst.of Technology

Cambridge39-—lass./USA
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TOKYO INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS
OH-OKAYAMA, MEGURO-KU
TOKYO, JAPAN
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Department of English
Tufts University
Medford 55, Massachusetts

July 19, 1960

Dr, Norbert Wiener
c/o American Express
Stockholm, Sweden

Dear Dr. Wiener:

As chairman of the University Lecture series at Tufts I am pleased to
learn from Professor Knipp that you have accepted an invitation to speak here
next spring.

I notice that Professor Knipp suggests March 12 as a date, saying that
it is a Tuesday. But March 12 is a Sunday and therefore is not satisfactory.
Is the evening of March 1l; -- a real Tuesday -- suitable for you, and could
vou join us for dinner before the lecture?

If March ll is satisfactory -- or even if it isn't and another date must
be arranged -- can you let us know the subject of your talk, so that adequate
publicity can be prepared? I believe that Professor Knipp suggested
"Creativity in Art and Science" but of course the choice of topic is entirely
up to you; any non-technical topic suitable for the university public as a
whole is eminently satisfactory,

I apologize for intruding on your visit to Europe, but I trust that you
will understand my desire to establish a date and a topic,

Sincerely,

i I
Yh f

Voy

sylvan Barnet, Chairman
University Lecture Committee

: 
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SPRINGER-VERLAG
BERLIN:.GUTTINGEN.HEIDELBERG

Geschdftsinhaber: FERDINAND SPRINGER, Dr. med. h.c. Dr.phil. h.c.
JULIUS SPRINGER, Dr.Ing.e.h. « TONJES LANGE, Dr.med.h.c. « HEINZ GOTZE, Dr. phil.

Dr. Heinz Gôtze (17a) HEIDELBERG, den 19, Juli 1960
Neuenheimer Landstrafie 28-30

Telefon 27901 Gtz/GW

Herrn

Prof. Dr. Norbert Wiener

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Department of Mathematics

Cambridge %9, Mass. / USA

Sehr geehrter Herr Professor Wiener,

wir möchten Ihnen heute mitteilen, dass die Vorberei-

tungen für die Herausgabe unserer Zeitschrift KYBERNETIK

inzwischen weiter fortgeschritten sind. Die ersten Manu-

skripte gehen ein. Darf ich Sie im Namen der federführenden

Herren bitten, Manuskripte aus Ihrem eigenen Institut oder

aus befreundeten Arbeitskreisen zu gewinnen und einzusenden.

Wir hoffen, dass das erste Heft im Herbst erscheinen kann,

Ihrer baldigen Rückäusserung sehen wir gern entgegen

and verbleiben mit den besten Empfehlungen

Ihr seh# ersebener

5 Anlagen separat

ZN
og

‘

Rankkonten:Heidelberg:DeutscheBankAG, Filiale Heidelberg, Kto. Nr. 162 27 « Berlin:Berliner Disconto-Bank AG, Berlin W 35, Potsdamer Strafle 140:
Berliner Bank AG, Berlin-Charlottenburg 2, Hardenbergstraf&amp;e 32, Kto. Nr. 75 72

DPaatacheckkonten : Karlernhe Ne 477 96 - Rerlin Weat Ne 17 20



Irving F. Laucks P. O. Box 607 Healdsburg, California

July 20, 1960

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Mass Inst. Technology
Cambridge 39 Mass.

Dear Dr. Wiener:

It is good to find your name in the list of members
of a new "Libersl Project" for planning. (I refer to
snnouncement in I. F. Stone's Weekly of May 30th.)

We sure need some planning that will look ahead more
than a few weeks.

It is particularly unfortunate that right now there
is so little hope of any move to relieve world tension
before next January. I don't feel we have that much time
to waste.

L am enclosing herewith a proposal for RECIPROCAL
DISARMAMENT, which I first proposed last January. This
avoids the prospect of several years diplomatic discussion
yith possible failure at the end, by an act which authori-
ties say is within the constitutional power of the execu-
tive, and for which there is even precedent. (Roosevelt's
oift of destroyers to Britain.)

The Reciprocal Disarmament act is sufficient to en-
gage the attention of the world, and one which it will be
difficult for the Kremlin to avoid following. Even though
it couldn't be put into effect before next ysar, it would
still save precious time.

Thanking you for your attention,

[FL-eb

 ”
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RECIPROCAL

DISARMAMENT

As A Post- summit Move

ABSTRACT
Disarmament is the first step towards world law, world

government, co-existence, even continued existence.
Reciprocal Disarmament proposes to substitute action

for talk. We have talked disarmament for half a century
with no accomplishment. Now let's act.

The action herein proposed is small -- we destroy 2%
of our weapons for the first move -- under Russian super-
vision.

Then it’s up to them to make the second move -- under

U. S. supervision. World opinion will compel them to
follow suit.

The job can be finished in 4 or 5 years by such recip-
rocal steps. This gives time for all the other adiustments
that must also be made.

Reciprocal Disarmament by small steps need not inter-
fere with larger moves towards disarmament. On the con-
trary it should accelerate them.

“NO USE CRYING OVER SPILT MILK!"
Is the failure of the summit -- increasing our danger of

annihilation -- any reason to stop trying to save ourselves?

Rather we must intensify our efforts. We cannot afford

name-calling, bluster, big sticks or intransigence in the
atomic age. We cannot afford dejection and despair.



TALK
Volumes of talk in the last half century have failed to

cure or ameliorate the curse of war. Some of this, like Ver-
sailles after the First War, only made matters worse. (It
also was a summit.)

ACTION
Reciprocal Disarmament substitutes action for talk. An

ounce of action is worth a ton of talk.

To those who believe safety lies in keeping strong the
act proposed is one of very slight risk. The ‘“balance of
power’’ is never upset.

To those who firmly believe ‘‘the Russians can’t be
trusted’’ it is an act to test the sincerity of Khrushchev’s
peace proposals. It is well worth its cost for this alone.

To those who realize the arms race must be stopped --
that it can’t go on forever -- it is an act to reverse and

stop it.
To those who know how important it is that we cultivate

the friendship and esteem of the entire world it offers a
“golden opportunity”.

To those who fear to disarm because of loss of jobs,
dividends, or profits it affords time to readjust our economy
to construction of a world instead of destruction.

To those who realize the need of world law and a

strengthened U. N., it provides the necessary preliminaries
and basis for their installation and operation.

To those who see hope in the proposal for world dis-
armament made by the U.S.S.R. to the United Nations
June 2, 1960, Reciprocal Disarmament facilitates the pro-
gram therein proposed. Pending the settling of all the
details involved in the control of world disarmament by the
U. N., which the U.S.S.R. proposed, let the U. S. and the
U.S.S.R. set the pace for the world, by commencing Recip-
rocal Disarmament. An actual start is so necessary right
now.

To those who know that the teachings of Jesus contain
the final solution to man’s successful existence (the
problem which has only been accentuated by the discovery
of atomic energy) (Reciprocal Disarmament moves in the
right direction. It has taken the experience of nearly 2,000
years plus the discoveries of science to demonstrate the
absolute wisdom of Jesus’ teaching of non-violence. It
will still take a few years more (or else a world catastro-
phe) for all people to realize this. Meantime we must have
preliminary moves like disarmament.

All who understand the meaning of nuclear war want
world disarmament. Some however realize that disarmament
is only a partial answer to the problems now confronting
the world. For of course disarmament can be followed by
rearmament; and even though world law and a world police
force be established, revolts against world authority might
occur. So the final solution lies much deeper than disarma-
ment.

It needs only consideration of the implications of gas
and germ warfare to realize that destruction of nuclear arms
is but a beginning. All our worries about opportunities for
inspection will be pointless for these weapons that almost
can be prepared in anyone’s basement. If civilization is to
endure, the underlying causes of war must be eliminated.

What we need now most desparately is TIME to work out
the final solution. World disarmament is a first step that
will give us this time, and I believe Reciprocal Disarma-
ment is the only way we shall ever get world disarmament.

te A À
Jy



WHAT IS RECIPROCAL DISARMAMENT?
The plan of Reciprocal Disarmament that I put forth

in January, 1960 was that we announce that on a certain

date we are going to destroy 2% of our armament, chosen
under Russian supervision.

This having been accomplished, and not until then, we
invite them to follow suit -- giving us of course equal op-

portunity for selection and supervision.
When they respond we move again, and so step by step,

tit for tat, the job is finished in 4 or 5 years.
Very simple, isn’t it? Simple, and purposely dramatic to

compel the attention of the world.
Well maybe not quite so simple. There are many details

to be thought out of course. But no one has given any
reason why the basic idea isn’t practical.

Dr. Charles E. Osgood of the University of Illinois made
a somewhat similar proposal in the December, 1959 issue of
‘Conflict Resolution’,

Nothing in either proposal precludes the taking of such
forward steps as ‘‘disengagement’’, neutralizing of Ger-
many, settling the Berlin question and the status of the
off-shore islands of China, and other well known danger
spots. Reciprocal Disarmament will facilitate the negotia-
tion of all these.

A NEW APPROACH right now in inter-nation understand-
ing is necessary.

"' soft answer turneth away wrath’’. Experience has
proved the practicality of this advice. It might work at
present, even though -- as some think -- the wrath is simu-
lated or has an ulterior motive.

RECIPROCAL DISARMAMENT is a soft answer. If the

present wrath of our Russian neighbors is genuine (cer-
tainly it is at least partly so) such a proposal by us will
show them our willingness to make a new start and get on
with the real business in hand -- the finding of a way to
exist together. We dare not be diverted from the real issue.

If on the other hand the wrath is merely playacting to
impress the world, then Reciprocal Disarmament will be a
real act -- whose genuineness the world cannot mistake,
about which there can be no argument as to whether we
mean it or not.

WINNING THE WORLD
We have never questioned the sincerity of the Commun-

ists when they predict they are going to win the world.
(Those who interpret this as meaning to win and hold it by
military might have not realized the impossibility or im-
practicability of such an undertaking.) Devoted communists
intend rather to spread the idea of communism over the
world bv demonstration of its superiority as a way of life.

If therefore they believe this, they can hardly help but
follow our lead in Reciprocal Disarmament, for it is
essential that they cultivate world goodwill. (Our press
would have us believe that Russia has lost world goodwill
because of the Summit. This is not however borne out by
foreign press opinion.)

If we attend to proper publicity for our first move, world
opinion -- world rejoicing -- world acclaim -- will force

them not only to follow but to attempt to outdo us. The
armament race would change to a disarmament race.

What an inspiration it would be, what a relief to the
world to have just one small act, one small step in the
right direction by the nation it considers most militaristic,
instead of infinity of talk with no accomplishment.

D na
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OBJECTIONS THAT HAVE BEEN RAISED TO RECIP-
ROCAL DISARMAMENT
OBJECTION 1. We can’t trust Russia.

This is put first not because it is the most serious ob-
jection but because of the large number of Americans who
hold this opinion and perhaps have not carefully analyzed
their reasons for having adopted it.

But whether justified or not, Reciprocal Disarmament
must have some means of reassuring these people. There-
fore our first announcement might state that we have re-
moved restrictions to entry and travel in the U. S. This
would require Russia to do likewise with its first recipro-
cating step. Distrust will be dispelled when each nation
has opportunity to see and know what the other is doing.
Eventually if man is to continue to exist we must learn to

trust Russians -- along with all mankind. The foregoing
remarks about biological warfare especially emphasize this.

As a start toward learning co-existence methods we
might consider why the Russians have been suspicious of
us, why they fear our intentions.

(a) We invaded their country (along with British, French,
Japanese allies) after World War I and attempted to sup-
press the communist faction. Their leaders constantly
remind them of this in order to keep up their will to resist
our impending aggression. We only need to remember how
we felt for over a century about England -- the aftermath of

our War for Independence and England’s policy during our
own Civil War.

(b) Their fear of our aggression is constantly renewed
as they see our bomber bases surrounding them on all sides.
Alaska, Canada, Greenland, Iceland, Norway, British Isles,
Spain, Morocco, Germany, Italy, Greece, Turkey, Arabia,
Persia, Pakistan, Thailand, Okinawa, Japan, back to
Alaska. Would we be suspicious of a nation that ringed us
like this with weapons pointed at our heart? (Even if they
didn’t fly planes over our territory. Consider for example
the ability of the U-2 to spread bacteria and chemicals.)

(c) All travellers returning from Russia testify to the
friendliness and good will of the Russian people towards
the American people. Their distrust is of “*Wall Street’,
which they believe holds the rest of us in subjection.
One of the essentials of Reciprocal Disarmament
is great publicity and advertising, both preliminarily and
continually during its progress. (It will take at least 4
or 5 years to complete.) Once the Russian people under-
stand that we have actually commenced to disarm they may
even come to have more trust in ‘Wall Street’’. If they dup-
licate our moves step by step, our distrust of them will
cease. National friendships can change rapidly. We
couldn’t trust the Germans or the Japanese a few years ago.
Now they are our allies -- even to be entrusted with some
of our dearest ‘‘secrets’’.
OBJECTION 2. This would be abandoning our allies. ,

If we study the attitudes of the peoples of our ‘‘allies’’
we will realize the joy with which they would hail this step
of ours. They have all had first hand experience with the
horrors of war.

In Britain the opinion is already strong for their own dis-
armament regardless of the acts of other countries.

We were requested to remove our military bases from
France.

The German people have been unwilling parties to the
rearmament of Germany.

In Japan, as this is being written, violent demonstrations
are taking place against their government’s militdry ai-
liance with the U. S.

Page 4



Morocco, Iceland and Okinawa have protes:ed our bases.
Norway and Pakistan were embarrassed and even endan-
gered by the U-2 flight.

With such a record, objection No. 2 seems not very
serious. Our allies have everything to lose if we lead them
into war. We must lead them rather to the peace they so

earnestly want.
OBJECTION 3. Loss of money.

The actual loss of money in thus destroying the initial
installment is small relative to the gain.

With our present policy of arms racing we lose far more
than 2% every year by obsolescence alone. The 2% we
spend on Reciprocal Disarmament would be an investment
that might save untold future billions, to say nothing of our
lives -- the first constructive investment ever made in arms.

OBJECTION 4. If Reciprocal Disarmament were left to the
Pentagon to carry out, they would make a bonfire of obso-
lete bombers, etc. The Russians would soon detect such a
ruse: then we would be right back where we started.

But some military men do understand the urgency of dis-
arming. Gen. Omar Bradley said: *‘Unless we soon get
started, it may be too late . . . . . If we’re going to save

ourselves from the instruments of our own intellect, we had
better soon get ourselves under control and begin making
the world safe for living’’. I believe we could trust him to
oversee the job.
OBJECTION 5. Destruction of a definite percentage would
disclose our total strength by simple calculation.

Doubtless the military world knows pretty well already
our total strength in all important weapons, even though the
American public does not. Our policy of *‘deterrence’ --
scaring the enemy stiff -- depends on his believing in our
great strength -- so if we disclose it doubtless we scare

him all the more. Likewise the apostles of deterrence say
that it is necessary that we also be as well scared as the
Russians.
OBJECTION 6. What about Red China?

If our present policy continues Red China will undoubt-
edly have nuclear weapons in another few years. Will we
then be better or worse off? Will we sleep better nights?
Are we doing anything to prevent this?

Red China may not be the only intransigent nation we
will have to worry about in another few years. There may
well be other such nations (even on our doorsteps) and they
also may be nuclearly armed before long. (This is called
by the National Planning Association “The Nth Country
problem’’ in their pamphlet “1970 Without Arms Control’’).

Tied up with the special question of the communist
Chinese is our overdue recognition that they exist, and
that they must be treated as citizens of the world. Cer-
tainly we cannot continue to exasperate and irritate them
forever; we must make a start at re-developing the friend-
ship the Chinese have always felt for the one nation that
refrained from exploiting them in the past.

The Chinese have never been aggressive. It is human
nature however to be embittered and vengeful at the sort of
treatment we have dealt them ever since the end of World
War II. Reciprocal Disarmament is an opportunity to start

on a new tack with China -- before they make their first
missile.

The Nth country problem is one of the greatest dangers
in the policy of relying on a nuclear arms race for our
escape from annihilation. As the number of countries
nucleacly armed increases, the likelihood of world destruc-
tion increases in geometrical progression.

Page 5



OBJECTION 7. We can’t afford to lose any of our strength.
This objection seems not very serious since military

authorities assert that Russia and the U. S. each have far
more than enough bombs to annihilate each other -- and the
rest of the world also.

Periodically the Pentagon assures us of our prepon-

derance of weapons (except when they are importuning
Congress for greater appropriations).

For those who can only sleep nights if the ‘“balance of
terror’’ is preserved, Reciprocal Disarmament continues to
assure them sound repose. Step by step the balance is kept.

There is of course risk in any plan of action, but the
risks of Reciprocal Disarmament must be weighed against
those of our present policy. Not any advocate of our policy
of deterrence has maintained that it is free from risk. Oskar
Morgenstern, himself a proponent of present policy, in con-
cluding **The Question of National Defense’’, says: ‘‘As
it is, the probability of a large thermonuclear war occurring
appears to be significantly larger than the probability of its
not occurring’.
OBJECTION 8. What happens if Russia refuses to follow
our first step?

In that case we have spent 2% of our strength to prove to
the world that we realize the need to stop the arms race,
and that we are sincere about wanting peace and doing
something specific toward getting it. By so doing we have
regained a great deal of our lost “world leadership’’. We
have gone a long ways to prove to the Russian people that
we have no intent to harm them. We have given them an
inspiration to make the next move. If our first 2% never
accomplishes anything more than that it will have been well
spent.

OUR OPPORTUNITY
Some people have said to me ‘‘Fine -- but let Russia

demonstrate the sincerity of Mr. Khrushchev’s proposals by
making the first move”.

No, no, by all means let us seize the opportunity to make
the first real move to disarm. We need the prestige this
move will give us. We need to restore the world’s faith in
us as leaders of democracy. We need to prove to the uncom-

mitted peoples that we really want peace.
Russia and China have already gained such a lead in the

esteem of the underdog nations by the great progress in the
condition of their peoples as compared to their past state.
The basic world movement taking place today is the rise of
the underdog four-fifths of the world. The dust kicked up,
as capitalism and communism approach each other, tends
to obscure this deeper movement. We must reckon with it.
If we think we can exist as an island of ‘free enterprise’
in the midst of a world of communism we are going to be
awfully mistaken. Our reputation as ‘war mongers’’ isn’t
helping us at all with these underdog peoples. (Neither is
our treatment of our own colored citizens nor our support of

dictators).
Reciprocal Disarmament is a chance to demonstrate our

will to peace right in their midst -- right before their eyes --
at every bomber base around the world. The bonfires of

Reciprocal Disarmament will light the dawn of a new era.

We have everything to gain and nothing to lose -- but 2%.

Irving F. Laucks
Healdsburg, Calif.
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College of Commerce
University of Kentucky

Lexington, Kentucky
Nee wed jodie ade ok esda 

Gentlemen:

In our book on management, scheduled for publication by Prentice-
Hall, Inc. in the spring of 1961, we should like to include the following
material from your publications:

-Orbert Wiener, The ‘iuman Use of Human Leinzs, pp. 16, 17, 21, 24.7%

(35% enclosed sampl. of complete extract)

A release form is given for your convenience, Please note that
we have indicated the proposed credit line. You may sign and return
the enclosed copy of this letter. A copy of the form is provided for
your files,

Your consideration of
will be deeply appreciated.

this request at your earliest convenience

Very truly yours,

N. W. Haynes and
Joseph L. Massie

 or la

t the permission requested on the terms stated in this letter,Te (He), great a sedtion heading Le the beginning of the extraet waien will
read: :Xtr-et À . WIN Hari HUL “SL US LUE Hu AN ),

ED: ,CREDIT FEE Ca BE,  D'aed at the end of the extraet:
horbert hien-r, The nunan Use of human Beinvs,  York: Doubledäy
 , 1954, PPe 16, 17, el, -7 a
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Dr. Axei Vipro Blom
Locarno=iont..
"Vigneto Roncaceinf
Switzery °

Sehr © mon Foor = ) ",

41 Herrn Professor Visners Abwvesenheit «== er wird

die nächs‘ n mieben oder acht Monate in Europa verbringen, und
Was Die vielleicht interessieren wird, im Herbsteemester Vorle-
sungen an der Universität von Meapel halten, -— möchte ich Ihnen
sehr herglich für Ihr sehr interessantes Buch danken, welches
4 - Farrn Professor Wiener fibersandt--

Hochaehtungsvoll,

Fva-Maria Ritter (Mrs.)
= ant © Prof. Yiener



July 20, 1960

Mre As Frankfurter
Amsterdam
Beethovenstraat 103 I
Netherlands

Near Sire

Thank you for your interesiing note to Professor Wiener
in which you expressed concern about the effects automatiza-
tien might have in the future.

Prof, Wiener is abroad now, in Europe, and I shall send
your note to him I am sure he will find your comments ine
teresting and if he has the time, he will probably do his best
Lo answer vou.

Sincerely yours.

Eva-Maria Ritter (Mrs,)
Secretary to Prof, Wiener



r

‚ 1960

ir. Lester Goodman
Systems Rerearch Center
 Ins*Ltute of Technology
Iniversi- Circle
Mawr Yr Ohio

naar °

"hank you for sending to Professor Wiener the proceedings
~PingtSymposium on Svstems held et vour Institute last

vaf. Wiener is now in Europe &amp;nd won't be able to look
me but I am sure hr ww? find them interesting when

+} ?-

‘terr*7 yours,

"va-Maria Ritter (Mrs.)
- Prof, Wiener
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ir, Lester H. Gordon
39 Lynnwav
Lynn, Mas“

Dear Mr. Cordon

I have here your letter tn Professor
you request that he give you an "mins and
in Tour searc for emmlovmen

fiener in which
nnsefH1-— sasistance

Prof, Viener is abrrad now and is not expected back
antil the early Spring o° 1951, Therefore of course, he won't
re able to consider your request +1 &amp; ! However, wouldn't the
Logical place to inquire for the + - oi job you are looking for
2e at the Mathematics Department ¢’ a university or their Elec=
tronic Systems Laboret~—v w- t- Ving into account that you have
one comntor rar! ”

+

Infortunately, I cannot give you much help, but I do
era vn will he snecastfui.

 4 nese 7 YOrs,

Fva-Maria Ritter (Mrs,)
 ' Drof, Wiener



20 July 1960

Mr, Frank Passis
9100 Throop
chicago 20, Ill.

Dear Mr. Passie:

Thank you for sending to Professor Wiener your interesting
statement of fitting a six-day week into the calender year,
Unfortunately, he is in Europe now and won't be back until the
Spring of 1961, As I myself am leaving too for three months, I
am herewith returning the problem you worked out lest it get
lost on our desks.

Sincerely yours,

Eva-Maria Ritter (Mrs.)
Secretary to Prof. Wiener



Ly Uusy 1960

 9 - Herbert Pinzke

‘41 Proocram Chairman
v=) Design Conference in Aspen

1 Avenue

nfessor Wiener's absence, I should like to thank you
yo» invitation = and apologise at the same time for our

wv peh delaved renly «= to Professor Wiener to nparticinate
in the Conf. rence.

Fe 2

He is now abroad and will not be back at the Institute
intil February or March 1961, Would 1% be impovssih} +o contact
Prefessor Viensr again in the Soring? 1. vou thinw 18 too

 then, I sugrest that you give me more detailed information
“Ling travel and other arrangements that micht be arranged

vu Fo that he vill have a better idea of the general procedure.
* very much annreciate your help,

Sincerely yours,

£.M, Ritter (Mrs.)
serat--—- *&gt; Penf, Wiener



COP
20 July 1960

Mr. Herbert Pinzke
1961 Program Chairman
International Design Conference in Aspen
175 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago 1, Illinois

Dear Mr. Pinzke-

In Professor Wiener's absence, I should like to
than you for your invitation -- and apologize at the
same time for our very much delayed reply -- to

Professor Wiener to participate actively in the Conference.

He is now abroad and will not be back at the Institute
intil February or March 1961. Would it be impossible to
contact Professor Wiener again in the Spring? If you think
it is too late then, I suggest that you give me more
detailed information regarding travel: and other arrangements
chat might be arranged by you so that he will have a better
idea of the general procedure. I should very much appreciate
your help.

Sincerely yours,

/S/E. M. Ritter (Mrs.)
Secretary to Prof. Wiener



20 July 1960

Mrs, William P. Ryan
1136 Channing Avenue
Palo Alto, Calif,

Dear Madam:

Thank you very much for your complimentary statement ree
garding Professor Wiener's recent novel "The Tempter®,

He ia in Europe now and won't have time to answer, but I
shall forward your note, as I know that he will be pleased to
read its

Sincerely yours,

Eva-Maria Ritter (Mrs,)
Secretary to Profs Wiener
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of, Cord’
an pad

 Satu

»lochemistry
md
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non

I Yor your and Professor Schurin's invitation to
ner to join you and present 4 seminar on an aftere
a es

ant
 ee

Profencar Wiener 14
{he Ervine semest

han retn-

=

+

1
3)

v3 now and is not expected back
Paphen-s ou could contact him

 y» —- ——

yours,

Eva-Maria Ritter (Mrs,)
Smpyatary +n Praf, Wiener



20 July 1960

Mr. Stanley M, Udale
893 Lothrop St.
Datre** Michigan

Dear

I should like to thank you, in Professor Wiener's absence,
for the interesting material you sent to him a few days aro.
Unfortunately, he is in Europe at the time and not expected back
st M.I.T. until the Spring semester 19€1, I shall save your come
manication urtil then.

Sincerely yours,

Eva-Maria Ritter (Mrs,)
Secretary to Prof, Wiener



£0 July 1960

Mrs. Balth, van der Pol
10 Zijdeweg
‘assenaar, Holland

Dear Kadamt

In Professor Wiener's absence who is now in Russia, I
should like to thank you for your thoughtfulness in sending
him one of your husband's reprints.

As I know of the high regard he had for Prof. van der Pol,
I shall forward it to him, Knowvire that he will rreatly anpre-
siate the naner and vour cestre.

Sincerely yours,

Eva-Maria Ritter (Mrs,)
Secretary to Prof. Wiener



20 July 1960

Prof. A. YF. Yaglom
Institute vf Physics of the Âtma
ISSR Academy n£ Sciences
3, Grusinske 10
Moscow G=21"
SSR
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Yours,

(73 an nr Ritter (¥rs.)
Tu Hepner



21 "nly 1960

Ihe Cambridge Trust Company
1° 24 Massachusetts Avenue
!..

Gens- peus

Please apply the enclosed check to the account of Prof,
and Mrs, Norbert Wiener, 53 Cedar Rod, Belmont, and send me

--*s af receipt at vour convenience, Thank youl

Sincerely yours,

Eva-Maria
“anpptsne

Ritter
tn Prof, Wiener

check
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SAVOY HOTEL LONDON
—

TELEPHONE, TEMPLE BAR 4343 TELEGRAMS, SAVOTEL LONDON

July 22, 1960

General Manager,
Ce &amp; Jo CLAZKEZ, LTD,
Street,
Sonersets

Deur Mr. Clothier:

Inasmuch ag I have not heard from you or Mr. Sadie
relative to further progress of our negotiations of last Vednes-
lay, I am concluding that your interest werrenis mutually no longer
considering the points we discussed.

You will of course raks no use of the information
given you in confidence, both in America and through our
iigelosures, in applying or developing sny of the information
to practical use--whether in any of . &amp; Je Clarke's factories or
athervisge

 1 mentioned, in being selective in licensing, I would
indeed be pleased to licence you at this time.

Thank you for your attention,

Yours sincerely,

BHOMFILLD ACSOCIATES,
Morton Bromfield.



ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONALE
DE CYBERNETIQUE

A.S B. L

NAMUR, ie 22nd July 1950

Secrétariat :

13, Rue Basse-Marcelle
NAMUR (Belgique)

Tél, 279.83

Dear Sir,

Some time ago, I received your order regarding
the Proceedings of the 2nd International Congress on
T=bernectics and the sum of £8© Belgian Francs.

I have the pleasure to have to inform you this
book will be orinted in Dctober,

This long delay of publishing is justified both
by the many modifications brought to theirtexts by the
authors and also on account of the fact we have bien

obliged to completely realize new series of drawings.

ith my sincere apologies,

Yours faithfully

The Managing Administrator

2 E MA IR E,



DESIGN DIVISION

Center for Design Studies

Institute of Contemporary Art

July 22, 1960

Soldiers Field Rd., Boston 34, Mass. | Algonquin 4-0614

Board of Querseers

Richard Preston,
Chairman of the Board
Design Division

Theodore S. Jones,
Director, Design Division

Nelson W. Aldrich,
President, ICA (ex-officio)

Thomas M. Messer,
Director, ICA (ex-officio)

and

Ouerseer Representatives of:

Advertising and Public Relations
Architecture
Art Direction

Banking
Communications
Consumer and Public Groups
Crafts
Education

Engineering
Fine Arts (liaison)
Government

Industrial Design
Insurance

Interior Design
Manufacture — Consumer goods

Manufacture — Other

Organizations
Overseas

Planning (Urban, Town’
Printing
Real Estate
Research

Retailing
Transportation

(at least one Querseer

is being elected
from each category)

“A
_J

M

Professor Norbert Wiener
53 Cedar Road
Belmont, Massachusettr

Dear Professor Wien

T shall ask you two questions:

Would having something to do with a course such as is
described generally in the enclosed preliminary announce-
ment, as lecturer or advisor or whatever category, find
2 place in your interests and available time? Please bear
in mind that the announcement is a preliminary one offering
latitude for development.

The other question is: have you any suggestions you might
sive me in either the area of design or our current -
cupation with creativitv? T would welcome even negative
-omments.

I do not wish to intrude upon your time, so I shall be
content with the briefest of replies; I would like to
know that this letter has not gone astraye

Sincerely,

705m
Jonn J. McHugh
Education Direct
Design Division

Fnclosure

JJM /em1

 A

at the Metropolitan Boston Arts Center



MAGYAR TUDOMANYOS ARADEMIA
HUNGARIAN ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

-BUDAPEST July 22. 1960.
V., ROOSEVELT TER 9.
„®

TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS,
AKADEMIA BUDAPEST

or 6147] 7
)

Professor
Norbert Viener

American xpress Co.
Birger Jarlssgatan 15.
Stockholm-Sweden

Dear Professor W i &gt; “1 &gt;

By the present letter I would like to confirn the
telegran, Lr. Gêéza Bognéär, dep.Secretary-General has sent
you today, inviting you and Lrs. Wiener to ‘spend a week
in our country as the guests of the Hungarian Academy of
Sciences,

During your stay in Hungary you will .have the
opportunity to get acquainted with recent results of sci-
entific research, and we beleive thet your stay will contri-
bute to the strengthening of scientific relations between our
two countries,

As already mentioned in the telegram, our Academy
would cover all expenses of your stay in Hungary and would
also care for your travelling expenses from Budavessto
  .

tinclosed you will find visz—application forms for
yourself and \rs. Wiener. Flease, fill then out, and re-
turn us one copy, sending the other copy to the Hungarian
Legation in Stockholm or to any other Hungarian foreign
representation. se also ask you to indicate where you wish
the visas to be sent to and until vhat date.

«e sincerely hope that you can accept our invitation
and are looking to your reply concerning the date of your

‘ours sincerely
 A ”

HNACKHES

 0° Ta

mas5320

Ter dv

@peûsad of Che International
‘Selations Section

f1757/58 Abn dimin



MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY CAMBRIDGE 39

fice of Public Relations

July 22, 1960

Dear Norbert:

You are missed here, I, personally, miss having
you pop in at the office to exchange banter and opinions,
and the Faculty Club seems a very sober place without
you. But I'm sure you're having a wonderful time and

you surelv don't miss M,I, T.

As usual,I need to ask you to do something, The
Boston Herald is getting out a big special issue on M,I1, T,
on October 23, an edition which we plan to send to all our

alumni, It will have articles by Killian, Stratton and a
number of other people -- good articles, we hope, and not
iust chaff to fill up the pages.

What is the chance of getting a piece from you?
Dean Burchard suggested that you could write a wonderful
article on "What is a Professor?" I'm sure you could,

out we'd be glad to get anything that you might care to write
--- on M,I, T, as seen from Europe, your recollections of

the beginnings of cybernetics, your notions on what has
nappened to M,I, T, since you first came here, on the indis-
sensability of chalk even in this day of big machines, your
speculations on what the world (or M,I, T.) will be like in
another century (or am I suggesting that there is reason for

pptimism?),

A very short piece would be gratefully received. Or
it could run long---long for our purposes being 1,200 words,
We should have it by mid- August if possible, and certainly
ay early September.



Page Two

If you're enjoying yourself too much even to bother to
reply, I'll understand. I certainly wouldn't want you to worry
about this chore, or to burden yourself in undertaking it,

In any case, I'll look forward to seeing you back in your
old haunts and to hearing about the trip. Please give my regards
to Mrs. Wiener,

Sincerely,
‘ 71) &gt;

lp UZe+ Pa

F. . Wylie
Public Relations

Professor Norbert Wiener

c/o American Express Company
Birger Jarlsgaten 15
Stockholm, Sweden









RESEARCH CORPORATION
DIVISION OF GRANTS

405 LEXINGTON AVENUE

NEW YORK 17

SAM C. SMITH

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR

3SIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

July 26, 1960

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

In 1925 Research Corporation established an Award,
consisting of a citation, a plaque and an honorarium (to
pe $5,000 in 1960), to recognize outstanding scientific con-
tributions by an individual who had not already been honored
by a major award from other sources, Some background on
the Research Corporation Award and a list of the recipients
appear in the enclosed Citation which was prepared for the
dccaslion of the presentation of the Award for 1959 to
Professor Melvin Calvin.

We are seeking now to form the jury which will
designate the awardee for 1960 who will be honored at a din-
ner on January 19, 1961. We hope sincerely that we may
impose upon you to be a member. At the end of this letter
is a list of the others whom we are inviting to serve. You
Will note that various areas of the natural sciences are
represented,

Last year Professor Melvin Calvin was such an over-
whelming choice for first place with the remaining votes
peing so scattered among the other candidates, that it seems
advisable to start from scratch with an invitation to the
Jury to submit new nominations for this year's balloting.
There is, of course, no restriction on the number of names
that may be submitted by any member, and the nominees may be
in any area of the natural sciences. We should like to have
for each a brief biographical sketch and citation.

1 realize that the demands upon your time are very
heavy, but I hope that you will find it possible to assist us
in designating an individual whose contributions to science
deserve recognition of this kind. We are aiming at an initial



Professor Norbert Wiener 7/26/60

ballot in early September.

3CS :vb
ancl

Sincerely yours,
rr

Ly Pal -

a U ^  ». “
Sam C. Smith

“

P.S. The list of others whom we are inviting to serve on the
Award Jury follows:

Dr. John Bardeen
Dr. George W. Beadle
Dr. Melvin Calvin
Dr. E. C. Kendall

Dr. Polykarp Kusch
Dr. Severo Ochoa
Dr. Robert B. Woodward
Dr, Chien-Shiung Wu
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PRiVY COUNCIL

MEDICAL RESEARCH COUNCIL

38 OLD QUEEN STREET + WESTMINSTER+LONDON, S.W.1

Cables: MEDRESCO, LONDON

07th July, 1960.

Dear Dr. Weiner,

You might like to know that I have heard from Pergamon Press Ltd.
that, all being well, they hope to publish my proposed book "Concepts
of Medicine", to which you kindly contributed, towards the end of
Jetober,

May I again express my thanks to you for allowing me to include
your address "The Concept of Homeostasis in Medicine" in the book.

Yours sincerely,

Aon 4
Brandon Lush.

Dr, Norbert Weiner, PhD,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge,
Masse.
Ue Se , =
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA
University of North Carolina in CHAPEL HILL ~ North Carolina State College of

Agriculture and Engineering in RALEIGH « The Woman's College in GREENSBORO

JOHN W. CARR, III, Director

COMPUTATION CENTER

CHAPEL HILL, NORTH CAROLINA

July 27, 1960

Mrs. Eva-Maria Ritter
Secretary to Professor Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Sambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Mrs. Ritter:

I am sorry to have been so long in getting your copy of Dr. Wiener's
article from Science back to you. We are in the midst of our annual
Summer Conference and have been in such a whirl here that many of our
juties have gone undone.

Today under separate cover I am returning the copy you lent us and
ten other zeroxed ones as a courtesy in appreciation of your being
700d enough to let us have it in the first place.

Ne made enough copies to distribute to the attendees at the Conference
and many have found it most interesting. I have myself been particularly
pleased to see how it supplements and enlarges on some of the implications
in a fairly recent reprint of Dr. George Forsythe of Stanford, who writes
in "The Role of Numerical Analysis in an Undergraduate Program" of the
tremendous difference in our lives being made bv "the computer revolution",

Sincerely,

Cory"|
ut
a

MDM D«À &lt;. ACoNAte~ =
Irs. Walter. Spearman
Administrative Assistant



YALE UNIVERSITY
NEW HAVEN * CONNECTICUT

REUBEN A. HOLDEN, Secretary

July 28, 1960

Professor Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

I have the honor to invite you on behalf of the University to
deliver the Terry lectures at Yale sometime during the year 1961. The
subject of lectures given on the Terry Foundation is "Religion in the
Light of Science and Philosophy," and may be explained by the following
axcerpt from the deed of gift:

The object of this Foundation is not the promotion of
scientific investigation and discovery, but rather the
assimilation and interpretation of that which has been or
shall be hereafter discovered, and its application to human
welfare, especially by the building of the truths of science
and philosophy into the structure of a broadened and purified
religion."

These lectures are usually three in number. The University can
offer you a fee of $2000 to constitute the payment for delivering the lectures,
and also for the purchase of the manuscript for publication by the University
at its discretion. The lecturer receives $1000 of the fee when the last
lecture is given; the remaining $1000 is an advance against royalties when
his manuscript in its final form, ready for the printer, is turned over
to the University. thus fulfilling the mutual obligations.

You may be interested to know that the Terry lectures in recent
years have been given by:

President Emeritus James B. Conant, of Harvard University
Professor Alexander S. Ferguson, of the University of Aberdeen
Professor George G. Simpson, of the American Museum
Professor Paul J. Tillich, of the Harvard Divinity School
Professor Pieter Geyl, of the University of Utrecht
Miss Rebecca West, novelist
Miss Margaret Mead, of the American Museum

We hope very much it will be possible for you to accept.

A
ear

&gt;

— Ta

[Ve / A.

Very sincerely yours, |
 A



John Wiley &amp; Sons, Inc. NEW YORK LONDOT

440 PARK AVENUE SOUTH

NEW YORK 16, N.Y,

MURRAY HILL 9-7630

MARKETING DIVISION

WARREN SULLIVAN
/ICE-PRESIDENT

A. H. NEILLY, JR.
ASST. VICE-PRESIDENT

July 28, 1960

Dr. Norbert Wiener

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

When you visited us in June, we
told you that the new Wiley office in
London was going to be opened sometime
in September. At that point we were
not quite sure of the date of the
opening ceremonies, but as you will
note from the enclosed invitation we
have now decided on September 16th.

We, of course, are most hopeful
that if your schedule permits it you
#111 be able to attend these ceremonies
for we are looking forward to having a
number of Wiley authors at this party.

NS :1d

Very sincerely yours,

Jai A A xJV dy Ap.
Warren Sullivan
Vice President



July 28, 1960

Dear Professor and Mrs, Wiener,

Time, it seems, is rushing by faster than ever. By this time
you must have returned from the USSR, and I imagine you are looking
Forward to some restful travel in Scandinavia, for I doubt that you
1ad much of a chance for relaxation in the Soviet Union -- with all
he people and places to see,

From Dr. Barlow I heard that Dr. Sokolov had written to Dr, Brazier
nentioning that you had already successfully accomplished two lectures.
It sounds as if there were more to come, And it also sounds as if you
Jere well received.

Well, starting from no.l on my list of things to say: Cybernetics
is in good hands, Dr. Barlow and Charles Robinson (one of your students)
are replotting the curve -- as you and Dr, Barlow had decided on your
last dav here -- and there should be no more difficulties to eneounter.

I have finally finished the rough draft of your Humanities lecture
the copy of which I am enclosing for your corrections, and the Britfannica
article should go off before the weekend, These two have been a heavy
burden on my mind, for I didn't have as much time as I had thought, and
ny family was quite set upon with annovirng summer colds. But mow thines
seem to faré better.

Enclosed you will also find tickets for the session in Hannover,
the program I shall send under separate cover by surface mail,-- Oh, I
rave to mention that I received a very nice piece of news in the mail
today. I had written to Dr. Antweiler in Bonn, who is I believe Chairman,
and had asked his permission to be at your lecture. He subsequently
sent me an honorary card which entitles me to all scientific lectures,
[ was utterly delighted!

 am enclosing further various other pieces of mail and also your
telephone bills, I have written the Air Force re the telephone calls
vou had to make in order to make the trip to Washington and am curious
‘ see the development.

As far as my plans for Europe are concerned, I changed reservations
to boat and am leaving from New York on the 10th of Aupust, The boat
is a German ship, the S.S. Hanseatic, and will reach Cuxhaven on the 19th.
[ am slowly getting excited, more than that, afraid that perhavs T won't
vet evervthine done in time to leave

On the following page I have some things to mention re finances
and taves and shall outline svervthing in det ail.



It suddenly occurred to me that with regard to the federal tax
return, I could not get ahold of you to check how much money I had
made until June 30, and also could not ask you to send me a remittance
for the district director. Since I could not exactly remember how
much money I had made, I picked a sum which seemed reasonable and
started from there. We shall just have to be careful that we make
(between us) an adjustment for the next quarter in case the sum was
either too high or too low, Here are the figures:

Total taxable wages during the March-June quarter

Amount withheld “income t~—)

Six Percent (Z7) of wages (social security)

Total taxe:

Ralance due (Pay to "Internal Revenue Serv."

“750,00

we. 60

21,00

73,60

J

I have sent a letter to the District Director of Internal Revenue,
17 Ipswkich Street, Boston, Mass,, explaining the circumstances and
have alerted him for a check coming from you to be applied to this return.
[I think that would be the easiest way.

, in care of
As to my wages, I sent a letter $ the Am. Express Co. around June

¢ - I hope 1t reached you safely, My wages up to June 22 came to
Mio. 9h, My wages after that date through tomorrow, July 29, will come
be -

’lease put the
information on
rour check stub.

The total of wage:
sould thus come to

irom

income tax

wa
= Vi 287 ~~ Viener's departure through July 29

The best thing for you to do would be to send it t- - home
11 Curtis Road, Natick, Mass., to reach me before Augue If this
seems impossible, I should be rrateful if you could send it to my
address in Germany which ‘

Freu ., Garrelts, Hildesheim-Wald,
Unter den Eichen 10,

It is my mother's address, and she will hold it for me until I arrive.

There is a lot of reconstruction going on around MIT. It appears
they need more office and classroom space, but otherwise things are
much as they were before you left. == One of your old students was
here à while ago and chatted with me for a while: Sam Saslow, He said
you would remember him.

4 ay A   3 “



‘ 28, 1960

Mr, Adolph «
Consulting &amp;
121% Sherman sven.
Sad san  Wisonr

„

Dear “A à!

Yhen Professor Wiener received your letter of Mey 1l, he was
just about tb leave for Europe where he will stay until early
spring of 1961. Therefore, I shall take the time, even thouch be-
lated, to thsnk you for your comments on The Tempter and also for
sandine us the material on the California water met

UTE

Pitter (,)
~ Pent, Wiener



+ 1960

iccounting and Finance Officer
Air Force Cambridge Research Center
Lawrence C, Hanscon Field
Bedford, Mass,

Des Yo ri
*

On April 11, 1960, I forwarded to you upon suggestion of the
AFBMD in Los Angeles all bills and vouchers that had occurred on
Professor Wiener!s trip to à lecture before the Air Force in
Washington, and I mentioned at that time that there had also Leen
some telennone bills wtich, however, the telenhone cormanÿ had not
sent out at that time.

vig have received them now, and I should be very grateful if
you could be instrumental in reimbursing Prafes~sp Wiener for the
* 1Tonhoenes valle which he had to rake and

Prarkine vos Por 7 remis23. fans
: xvo; , © "AFoi arr4 71% # 3 press

-

nn VOUFrS ,

“va-Meria Pitter (Mrs.)
Crete + Prof. Wiener



Standard Form No. 1012a—Revised
Form prescribed by

Comptroller General, U., S.
November 7, 1950

General Regulations No. 88
{Amended Feb. 20, 1962)
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D. O. Vou. No. _________

Bu. Vou. No. =
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Payee’s name .

Mailing address — m   @
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(Official duty station) (Residence-—For use by Postal Service employees only)

I'ravel and other expenses in the discharge of official duty from i toate
 under authority

(Date)

No, dated_…__… === copy of whichis attached, or has been previously furnished. Ihavea

;ravel advance of $ —— ____towhich$ of this voucher should be applied.

MEMORANDUM
DOLLARS [ Cents

(For Administrative Use)
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Differences:
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=
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SCHEDULE OF EXPENSES AND AMOUNTS CLAIMED

1. Departed from official duty station March TnetX560
2. Temporary duty station on last day of next preceding voucher period was ______

(Hour)

WHEN TYPED
USE SINGLE SPACE

date of arrival at such temporary duty station
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U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1955 O— 355291
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vant, Tenrr
Headonart-
Oklahoma vi

J.3. Air Force
Tinker *"v Force ,  à

4 APR

Dear L

This is &amp; rather belated ackno ledgsuent of receipt of your
sechnical paper "Multiple Input Dynauic oystem Analycis" which
you sent to Professor vicner a few montis ago. \nfortunetely, he
has not had a chance to Icok it thiroupn carefully, and as he ts
now in Eurone and will not be back in the United States until
String, I thevght it vise to return it Lo you, under Separate
cover, lest it ret lost or comnletely interred in our Lean of
ranuaecrinha.

ncerely yours,

-:
&lt;-“&lt;vaetor

Ritter (Mrs.)
Prof, "iener
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Yr. dam Ce vritn
Researci corporation
Division of Grants
LoS Lexington Aver...
Yew York 17, WW. .

Lear ) LA
 oo

wa lf

flack you  
in wiich you asked hir
signate the awardees "

tap of July 28, 1760, to lol, Wiener
pt pinate in Lue jury which will dee

Prof, Vierer 1s in Turone now and is not expected to returm
to the United Staten until Springs 1961, ‘Under the circumstances,
it ig cf course impessible for him to dein you. Thank 76u, however,
for your corslderatier

-antercly yours,

Eva-Maria Bitter (Mrs,)
anyatamr tn Prof, Wiener
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MARIANNE BESSER 178 Waverly Place, New York City 14, CHelsea 3-0850

July 29, 1960

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
’ambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

A long time has passed since I wrote you about my book, Growing
Up With Science, and you may have forgotten about it. But I
promised to keep you up to date, and I am happy to tell you that
the book is now ready to go to press, and that McGraw-Hill plans
to bring it out this fall. I have asked them to notify you of
Fhe exact date.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank you once again
for giving me such generous cooperation and for your permission
to use the material you sent me. Even though I may not have used
it directly in the text, it was most helpful as background infor-
mation.

I think you will be happy with the results. Dr. Margaret Mead
has read the entire manuscript and says: "This is a very valuable
Dock and will meet the needs of all kinds of parents..." I hope
that you will want to tell your friends and colleagues about the
book.

Growing Up With Science is dedicated to all the scientists and
parents who helped make it possible, and that, of course, includes
you.

With best wishes,

Sincerely,

JV + ) 

&lt;
IN oye

Marianne Besser
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In Professor Wiener's absence who 18 now in Europe, I should
like to thank you fer sending him your wary interesting reprints (7)
om Schizophrenia, As he is not ex» ‘- . back here before the
a9ripe 1061. T shall held them for *-

As to your inquiry about the Association of Cybernetic Medicine,
{ have only the address and surzest that you get in touch with the
persen named below for further details, There is alee going % be
conference on cvbarnatic medicine cn Octoher 2 7 + 1940, hen
writing, nlease address vour mail 

ref, Aldo “asterzo, President
termational Dosiety of Cyhavrretie ” 
752, Roma Un

oy

haga hasn TG ney he ry

Sinpas Trap Yq

Eva-Meris Pitter (,)
ayatarr 4, Pre” Wiener





CESKOSLOVENSKA SLADEMIE V ET

ISTAV TEURIE INFORL.. EL. AUTOMATIZACE
VySehradské 49, Praha 1 - Nové Mësto

Prof. Norbert Wiener

c/o Cityhotell
Norrmalmstorg 1
Stockholm

Sweden |

No. Kt /K/44

Registered

Prague, 30th July 1960

Dear Professor Wiener,

The Presidium of’ the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences has
pleasure in inviting you and your wife to visit Prague
from the 28th of August to the 5th of September. If you
are able to accept the invitation you will be the guests
of the Institute of Information Theory and Automation of
the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences.

I'he expenses connected with your stay in Prague and with
the journey by plane from Copenhagen to Prague and from
Prague to Budapest will be met by the Czechoslovak Academy
of Sciences. We should be very glad if you would give one
dr two lectures during your stay on themes of your own choice.

Please inform us at your earliest convenience whether you
can accept our invitation and let us know the address to
which we should send air-tickets to Prague. We should also
&gt;e pleased if you could let us know the titles of your
lectures so that we could announce them beforehand.

In order to facilitate passport formalities please apply
as soon as possible for a Czethoslovak visa at our Embassy
in whichever country it is suitable for vou.

Yours faithfully,
Institute of Information Theory

and Automation

&lt;


